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One could reason that, once distilled from metaphor and stripped away from the filter of
ego, everything we do is motivated by fear.

We marry because we fear being alone and have children because we fear being forgotten.
We wear certain things or agree with certain people for fear of being cast out from the tribe,
or hide parts of ourselves for fear of being misunderstood.

We fear governments and we fear our neighbours. We fear that capitalism is ruining the
word, or that socialism is a product from hell. We fear the next global virus, but we also fear
the vaccines that will fight it.

We fear ourselves and so we drink, smoke, medicate, and indulge in various forms of
escapism to try and hide from the truth.

We fear missing out, not doing enough, seeing enough, experiencing enough; what we can’t
control, and what we don’t understand. We fear pain and punishment. We fear them. We
fear failure. We fear technology, artificial intelligence, and the singularity. We fear the
destruction of our planet even as we continue to destroy it.

If you could be an unseen observer in any conversation in any given place, the chatter
would undoubtedly find its way back to some topic of dread. Indeed, one could reason that
the underlining fabric of it all is death, the greatest fear of all. The utter inevitability of ours
woven into the subconscious, the presence of death surrounding us each day as we attempt
to brush it aside and ignore it. The seconds and the years pass by, edging closer and closer
to that ultimate day of reckoning.

Though most of the world’s religions were created as a way to assuage our fears of death
and reconcile the great mystery of what comes after, perhaps one ought to rejoice in the
face of death, the only guarantee that we do indeed have. To earn death by confronting the
conundrum of life with your boots on would seem as noble a pursuit as any.

If even half of this is true, then it would also stand to reason that to be utterly free of fear
would be the most desirable of all lives one could live. For Noah Massey, that was reality.

**

Lisa Denning lounged at the front desk inside Splatterpunk Tattoos, her feet resting up on
the long oak table. Her wavy black hair was streaked with green, and she carried herself
with a confidence belied by her fierce gaze — anyone she locked eyes with quickly realized
she wasn’t going to take their shit. Especially men.
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She was currently sifting through a stack of drawings, trying to decide which one would
become her next piece of ink and where exactly she would place it. Over the last year, she
had gotten four large pieces, including a full-sized back mural depicting an old alchemical
illustration of a three-headed dragon standing on a blue and orange egg. The dragon held a
sun and moon that blended into one celestial orb.

She also had two full arm sleeves done, and her most recent tattoo was a full neck piece
combining floral arrangements with human eyeballs.

On top of that, she had recently gotten a variety of piercings; her lips, nose, septum,
eyebrows, and both nipples already had some kind of ring or stud, and she was planning to
pierce her clit within the next few months.

Most of the pieces had been done by Hayley, a considerably talented artist who owned the
shop and was Lisa’s elder by a decade. For about a year, the two had been romantically
involved, and Lisa had been working the front desk at the shop for about the same, though
she was quickly growing bored of the secretary-type gig.

The sound of the front door opening was followed by a youthful looking boy with soft
features passing around the corner. Lisa figured he was somewhere around twenty years
old at most. His head was entirely shaved and he had a large black lion tattooed on the
upper left side of his face, taking up the entirety of his cheek and head. Its mouth was open
and it was angled towards the sky — though as she looked, she couldn’t tell if it was indeed
a lion or a wolf howling at the moon.

Rather than address Lisa, he lingered at the front of the parlour, looking at the art on the
walls. He stopped to stare at one piece with special interest.

“Can I help you?” Lisa inquired impatiently

The boy continued staring. “This really is beautiful,” he replied.

She looked at the piece he was referring to, a large king cobra bursting with hues of red,
blue, and faded greys, every single scale on its skin lovingly detailed. The snake wrapped its
way around a medieval dagger with astounding line work and shading details on the
handle. It faced outward, its mouth open and the large exaggerated tongue stretched out.

“I love everything about the ferocity of nature,” the boy added.

“It’s one of Hayley’s from a couple years ago. the owner here.” Lisa slipped her legs off the
table and opened the schedule. “Do you have an appointment today?”

“No, not me,” he replied pensively.

Lisa was quickly getting annoyed by this meandering, idle talk. She was seconds away from
insisting on some reason for his loitering if not for an appointment when he pulled out a
folded piece of paper and placed it on the desk before her. She hadn’t been watching him
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too closely before, but she now noticed the pinky finger of his left hand was nothing more
than a tiny stump.

“Give that a look when you get a chance. We’re doing a performance piece at City Square in
a few weeks. You and Hayley should come watch,” the boy said without making eye contact.

She unfolded the paper, and read:

Friday, Sept 1stst

The Mimic will take a final physical form @ John Phillips Square. 5PM
divine flesh // transcendence.

Above the text was a large red and black image of a butterfly. In the second it had taken her
to open and glance at the flyer, the boy was already on his way out the door.  Just before he
disappeared from view, she called out to him, “Hey, I didn’t catch your name,”

“Oh, Marcus. Have a good evening,” he replied awkwardly, nearly tripping on his own feet on
the way out.

She had an idea of what ‘we’ meant. There had been rumors floating around the city for
years of people having their fingers removed for entry into some kind of club. It wasn’t
clear what exactly they did or why, and those rumours varied from everything between
satanic anarchists to a hangout for junkies. Whatever it was, Lisa felt an insatiable urge to
know. She decided it was best that Hayley didn’t hear about the flyer and packed it away
into her pocket as the glass door at the shop entrance swung open again.

“Hi! I’m late,” Hayley called out as she glided through the door, her voice naturally loud and
filling the room. “I had to pick up one of my guns that was in for repair on the way in here.”

“Are you? I didn’t notice,” said Lisa as she stood up and they embraced each other with a
kiss.

Hayley sat down in her corner and started unpacking her machine. She was a tall woman of
thirty-five with sharp features and a long nose, lightly freckled. Save for her face and hands,
her entire body was covered in tattoos. Lisa admired her natural sense of fashion and
aesthetics that seemed to have no end. Today she wore a burgundy scarf on top of a black
low-cut shirt that exposed a chest mural of an Owl with outstretched wings and piercing
yellow eyes. She was sporting acid-washed denim jeans, one of the knees torn open with
the flap hanging. Her ever-changing hair was currently worn short and blonde.

Men who hadn’t yet gotten to know Hayley would ask her out regularly while getting
tattoos done, and Lisa was vocally amused watching them get turned down. The horizon
tries but it’s just not as kind on the eyes as Hayley Weiss. Though why she had fallen for
Hayley wasn't her looks, but rather her soul, the pairing of her genuine compassion and
artistic integrity.

“Who was that guy that I saw leaving here a minute ago? I didn’t recognize him,” asked
Hayley.
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“I’m not sure, he didn’t mention his name,” Lisa bluffed. She had always been a worryingly
good liar. It wasn’t something she felt bad about if it suited the moment, although she tried
to avoid it when possible. “He was wondering if an artist named Thompson worked here.
When I told him there wasn’t, he left. By the way, your six o’clock is all confirmed for today. I
called for a reminder this morning.”

Hayley was still setting up her station for the appointment who would be showing up
within the hour. “Thank you! I’ll see you tonight then? Suzanne should be here any minute
to hop on the desk so you can get going if you want,” she replied, still half engaged with her
machine.

“Let me know when you get home later and I’ll head over,” Lisa added as she left. Hayley
blew a palm kiss her way.

There had been some vague concerns voiced by Hayley regarding some of Lisa’s recent
choices which reminded her of things her mother would have said. She didn’t take well to
being told what she should be doing with her own body, to a fault. If she wanted to get
twenty more piercings on her face, then so be it, even if she regretted it later. She had
recently embraced something of a ‘rather regret I did than wish I had’ mantra, but she was
always left wanting more.

She loved Hayley, who opened her up to worlds of beauty. She was sweet, caring, talented,
and beautiful. The sex was also sensational. Lisa was certain she had never climaxed as hard
as she did now on the regular with Hayley in bed. For the past year since they met, the
relationship had been mostly fireworks, but recently she had begun to feel inexplicably
distant.  Not just from Hayley, but from all things. It was a frightening feeling, if she were
honest.

Until today, Lisa believed the rumors she had heard about the Mimics to be nothing more
than urban folklore. The boy with his stump of a finger today had reignited her curiosity.

A supposed godhead of body modification and his epigones. A cult of radicals who practiced
an extreme form of self-expression was what she had once read, although she hadn’t been
able to find anything concrete besides the existence of a performance artist referred to as
The Mimic.

She often wondered if the part of the stories about an inconspicuous warehouse in the
industrial district on the southwest end of the city was true, too. And so, instead of heading
home after leaving the shop, Lisa ignored her rumbling stomach and desire for a hot
shower. She hopped on a bus to Finley Lane in search of what, exactly, she wasn’t sure.

She got out and began walking up and down the streets with ardent steps and scanning
eyes. It was roughly organized into a grid, so getting lost or doubling up on the same street
would be easy to avoid. Although she thought it was likely hopeless, an inspection of the
area was underway.
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**

When Marcus Flores arrived home that same evening to his bare-bones bachelor
apartment, the place was empty. His roommate Tyler had gone out somewhere either to
grab beer (one of their regular pastimes) or he was at The Shop. Tyler’s cousin had been
associated with the Mimics since the early years. He was an accomplished regular and
considered one of few in the inner circle, but it didn’t mean much benefit for Marcus, or
even Tyler for that matter.

Admission was on a fiercely individual basis; nepotism and favors didn’t exist, only
introductions. It was an integral part of the community and philosophies therein. Marcus
had idolized the group since the moment he discovered them by hearing stories from Tyler
when they were in high school.

Now, it was one of only two goals Marcus consciously had in life, to be welcomed beyond
mere membership but into the upper echelons of the Mimics. He knew, however, that he
had a long way to go still, longer than he would like to admit. Tonight’s endeavour would be
an act of faith and a step in the right direction.

The tiny shared space afforded the two of them the ability to live in the heart of the city,
with a roof, for relatively cheap. They kept their belongings to a minimum to save space. He
didn’t need much, nor did he want it. Besides a couple of single mattresses, there was not
much else other than a few stacks of books and a small TV.

Two books sat on the top of the piles, Thus Spoke Zarathustra and the Holy Bible. There was
also a sizable collection of National Geographic magazines, a favourite of Marcus’. The
remaining flyers he hadn’t handed out today were placed on the table and he settled in for
the evening.

An hour later under the bright yellow light that sat above the bathroom mirror, Marcus
stood with a fillet knife in-hand and an uncertain reflection glaring back through the glass.
Pensiveness, frustration. When it came down to it, he still felt that resistance in his hand.
The mental block was far more difficult to overcome than the pain itself, he had
determined. If you have no fear of pain, truly no fear, then it’s just another sensation in the
realm of experience. He repeated those last words like a mantra in his mind as he pushed
the thin blade through the flesh of his cheek and got started.

**

Lisa had been wandering through the repetitive grid for almost an hour and a half now,
coming up blank. She eventually reached a point where buildings were spaced further and
further apart, and they started to look more dilapidated from neglect. She had almost
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convinced herself that the whole search was a waste of time when a curious sight caught
her eye at an old auto shop and warehouse across the street. There were cars stripped
apart with pieces laid in a mess across the property and a large green dumpster in the front
that was overflowing. A broken and faded sign hung in the air from a long rusty metal post,
reading Allen’s Auto Shop.

Had she looked the other way at that moment, she may very well have missed it, but she
noticed that there was something spray painted onto one of the bricks on the front of the
building. Her eyesight was nearly perfect but she had to move in closer to be sure. She felt
anxious with anticipation, knowing what she had found already before accepting it. What
exactly was she planning to do here anyway? Just confirming its existence felt like enough
right now. Through the front gate, she could see that there was a red butterfly stenciled into
the grey concrete bricks, about seven feet up from the ground.

Exhilarated by her discovery, she started to develop a nerve to get inside somehow. This
must be how detectives feel when investigating a lead, she thought. The rush of success was
tangible. There was a drop of red that looked like rain falling from one of the butterfly
wings, probably caused by too much paint during the application. The entire thing was
small, roughly four by four inches. She compared it to the drawing on the flyer that was still
folded up in her pocket, the shape was exactly the same.

Lisa’s instincts told her to go home and forget about it, but something deeper propelled her
forward.

For long as she could remember, even before she knew the concept existed, Lisa had always
been something of a transhumanist. She found the idea of manipulating or improving upon
the human body fascinating and entrancing. In high school, she’d been a very different
person than she felt she was today. She had been coy and driven mainly towards academic
pursuits. An analytical mind with the soul of an artist. She had studied coding before
moving into cybernetics. Her dream was to get into biotech, perhaps even nanotechnology.

School had brought constant amounts of intense new information, and she learned
constantly,  as expected, but it became mind-numbing after a while. It was going to be a
struggle, but at the time, she was determined. After her second year of university she
decided to come back home for the summer, which was when she met Hayley. Lisa had been
dying to get her first tattoo and after finding Splatterpunk online and reading Hayley’s
reviews, she booked a session.

The piece drawn by Hayley, done on Lisa’s upper left arm, was of a great phoenix, done with
traditional bold line work and fiery bright colors. Hayley had apparently felt the attraction
the second Lisa came in the door, and after three hours of conversation while she sat being
tattooed, they had hit it off intellectually as well. Hayley was enamored with the free
thinking young beauty and sensed a spirit that was waiting to flourish, so she had said in
her flattering way.
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After that summer, which had been particularly busy and fruitful, Hayley took the two of
them to Germany.  While partying in Berlin they were invited to a new club whose name
they couldn’t remember by a new friend, and then taken to a Body Art festival taking place
the following day up town by that same friend. The two gamely accepted, and the
experience ended up being a profound, revelatory one for Lisa.

They met characters of all different kinds, each with their own unique form of expressions
from the soul inside being worn on the flesh outside. The barrier between the two seemed
to be at an all-time low. Lisa fell in love with the concept of self-modification as a form of
art. It was, to her, a beautiful and pure thing. She thought of Michelangelo and his marble
block. Lisa knew there was a more defined self waiting to be realized, if only she was willing
to chisel away the superfluous material.

After the two of them returned from overseas, Lisa quit school, much to Hayley’s shock. Lisa
knew it would become an irritation, a distraction between her and thinking about what she
actually wanted to do. Her family was rightfully disappointed, and a lot of money went to
waste, but she knew to fight her loss of interest now would be futile.

Her previous pursuit was a worthy one but she felt that there were many — including some
of her own classmates — more capable and far more likely to be valuable contributors in
the field than she ever would have been. That was what one of the reassurances told herself
as the decision was finalized. She quit school and began working the front desk at Hayley’s
shop to keep the bills paid.

A journey of self-actualization had begun. She’d lived her life on the shore until now, on the
solid world of science. Art and expression is more like a liquid, a boundless sea as inviting
as it is beautiful, and she would happily drown if given the chance.

There was a tall chain link fence with barbed wire surrounding the decrepit auto shop,
though it wasn’t keeping anybody out. The lock was open at the front and Lisa was able to
walk through with ease. While moving in to get a closer look at the butterfly stencil, she
heard what sounded like muffled music coming from within the building.

As she walked along the side and towards the back, the path slanted downwards and soon
the road she had come from was out of sight. The music was growing louder through the
walls, it sounded like a nightclub in full swing even though it was a Tuesday and the sun
hadn’t even set. As she cleared the side and made her way to the rear of the building, the
path grew tighter. It continued into a weedy forest that nearly engulfed the path by the end.
The August sun was beaming down and she was starting to break a sweat from the short
hike. The building backed onto a large ravine, and behind that, off somewhere in the
distance, there were train tracks, their existence marked only by the whisper of a train that
could be heard passing by.

Along the back side of the building, Lisa discovered a black door covered in graffiti. Without
giving herself time to back out or having anything planned to say, she walked up and
banged on the door right underneath the small peep hole. The music had heavy drum
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machines pulsing along with bass frequencies that were making the floor rumble. The
eastern scales coming from what sounded like a sitar gave the entire thing a snake
charmer’s vibe.

After three knocks at the door, a tall and slender man promptly opened and stood gazing
down at Lisa. He was wearing a green jumpsuit, his head hairless and lined with one-inch
high transdermal metal spikes running in a grid shape pattern. She immediately noticed the
hand that was holding the door to be missing both the ring and pinky fingers.

“Well? Don’t believe I recognize ya,” the man said while giving her the up-down. His voice
had a thick accent that sounded French to Lisa’s ear.

She said the first word that came to mind. “Marcus.”

He cupped a hand around his ear “What was that, honey?”

She cleared her throat and tried a second time. “I know Marcus. Is he here?”

Lisa quickly forgot about her current engagement and became transfixed on what she saw
going on inside on a small stage. A man and woman in black bodysuits were engrossed in an
interpretative dance performance that was happening in alignment with the music. The
woman bent backwards into an arch and curled her head up under her legs, looking
outwards into the small crowd with hands and feet planted firmly on the ground. Lisa
thought the woman looked like a cross between a crab and a spider, especially so when she
began to crawl sideways into the glass box placed on the floor between the two dancers.
The spectators were cheering and whistling.

“No, sorry. No Marcus here.” replied the man, closing the door as he did so.

“Wait!” Lisa barked while snatching the door, needing to see the end of this display.

The dancing man was now contorted into the same bug-like position, smiling gleefully
between his legs as he began to shimmy into the same tiny glass box. It was spun around so
that the woman who had already made her way inside the box was now facing the back of
the stage and the man could face the crowd while making his way inside. She had to move
one leg, otherwise staying perfectly in place as he contorted his body to wedge inside,
molding into every shred of available space and inverting his position to hers. Surely a few
bones and joints were being stretched to a breaking point, Lisa imagined one of them
snapping any moment like a twig. It was painful even to look. She felt her claustrophobia
flaring up.

“I think you might be lost. Have a good evening,” the doorman stated, finally shutting and
locking the door.

“Goddamn it!”  Lisa barked in frustration

She could feel her heart racing. The dancers in the box reminded her of her nightmares of
being buried alive from childhood. The sunlight was fading and so she started making her
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way back to the street, not bothering to press her luck further and risk becoming an
interloper. Ultimately, this was already a small success

She decided to bus home instead of going to Hayley’s that evening. Food was needed, then, a
nightcap and sleep.

Lisa had first heard the story of the Mimics and the possibility of a group of followers
almost half a year ago. She had tried to talk to Hayley about it a couple times  who always
seemed weary if not opposed to the entire subject. Lisa had almost forgotten about it until
the boy with the lion tattoo came into the shop. Though she wouldn’t permit herself to call
it fate, she had hoped it was.

**

The next week passed by uneventfully until one evening when Lisa was over at Hayley’s
apartment. The two of them got into an argument over a decision Lisa had made that
morning. They had just finished having sex, and she decided now would be the best time to
tell Hayley. No point sugar coating it, she had gotten straight to the point.

“Do you trust me?” Lisa asked with a twisted smile.

Hayley looked back, concerned.

Lisa didn’t wait for a reply. “I’m going to remove one of my fingers. Probably a pinky.
Tomorrow night, I want to do it myself.”

She stated it as casually as one may suggest ordering a pizza. Her arms were stretched out
and she was studying her hands contemplating which finger would be chosen. She had been
fantasizing about it a lot ever since finding that auto shop. Even while they were just having
sex, she was secretly bending her fingers one at a time to make them appear missing.

“Oh god,” Hayley muttered. Her entire face curled up like she had suddenly smelled a fowl
rot. “I know that you’ll do it too.”

“Of course I’ll do it or I wouldn’t have brought it up.”

“There is modification and there is mutilation, Lisa. Just saying… it scares me. It’s a little
fucked up,” Hayley said while jumping off of the bed. “I know what you’re doing, and all I
can do is plead with you to reconsider.”

“Well? Which is it? Is it fucked up? Or does it scare you?” Lisa snapped back

“Why would you do it? Especially to do it yourself? You can get infected, all kinds of bad stuff
can happen from this. It’s crazy, and stupid!” attempted Hayley even though she likely knew
it was futile.
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Lisa was strong-willed and wouldn’t budge on this. It was one of the traits that Hayley loved
about her, but right now, she felt like it was leading her down a dark path. Lisa could tell so
by the real fear in Hayley’s eyes, but her mind was very made.

“Listen, mods are one thing. I can dig it. I could even probably get behind the finger if it was
for its own sake, but I know it isn’t. The people you are trying to get in with are dangerous.
It’s extreme stuff and sounds like a cult from what I know of it,” Hayley added desperately.

“I don’t think you know as much as you think you do,” said Lisa, rolling over to face the wall.

No resolution to the tension between them came that night. Hayley couldn’t fall asleep after
the fight. Lisa, on the other hand, slept like a baby, dozing off no less than ten minutes after
they stopped talking.

Hayley felt paralyzed by anxiety. Staring down at a face shut off from enquiry, locked away
where she could never go, lost in its own unknowable world, Hayley felt, in that moment, as
though maybe she never really knew Lisa. That, or perhaps the impact from that epiphany
she had witnessed Lisa having in Germany had been grossly underestimated.

Lisa woke up more frustrated than she had been going to sleep. The sedating, blissful
moments after great sex had softened the edges of the exchange, but now she was feeling
sour.

She left with Hayley clearly still feeling ill at ease, though no more words were exchanged
on the subject. It was of little import now. Lisa needed to go home and get into the right
headspace for the evening and prepare for the only thing that was on her mind.

**

Marcus’ face was still feeling tender, but there was no infection and he wanted (needed) it
to be seen. He was making his way to the Shop on a bus with no other plans then to
hopefully be spotted by perhaps Knifey or Komodo. He even felt confident enough in this
moment to stand in front of The Mimic himself, even. Maybe say something, however
implausible that probably was. It was fun to fantasize about.

The divine one didn’t seem to socialize much, but then why would he?

Marcus had only laid eyes on him once and only for a few brief moments as he made an
uncharacteristic gander around the upper level of the warehouse. When you stand in the
light of his presence you simply count yourself amongst the fortunate, and so he did just
that.
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The magnitude of his aura had sent a shock wave through Marcus’ entire body. Most
present that night were too distracted by one thing or another, and nobody else seemed to
catch him standing up there but Marcus, or they would have been stupefied just as he was,
he had no doubt of that. In that moment, Marcus felt like he would kiss his feet if only for an
accepting nod, an acknowledgment of his own meager existence.

Marcus often thought about that evening, an otherwise typical Saturday night while
everyone was engaged in drink, drug, sex, music, and various other activities like tattooing
and body play. Piercing one another’s skin with hot skewers was a common game, as was
scarring with homemade brands.

Two young pupils had set up for some body suspensions, always a favorite of the Mimic,
who had come to look down on the performance from the walkways above. The first of two
went straight into the suicide position, with two large fish hooks attached into his shoulder
blades leaving him dangling like a medieval hanging.

An assistant swung him back and forth in a wide arc, and later heavy weights were attached
to his feet, stretching the flesh out to the brink of its capabilities. The boy also favored the
superman suspension which consisted of one large hook in each calve, and two in his
shoulders, leaving him facing the floor, flying, as it were.

The other started with knee suspensions and the coma position, an inversion of the
superman. His finale was a position called the resurrection, where the metal hooks are
placed through the stomach and you are slowly raised into the air giving the satisfying
illusion of rising from the dead, or perhaps being abducted by a UFO.

By the end of the performance both boys were covered in holes, although the blood was
surprisingly minimal. They were greeted after by applause from the crowd and many shots
of whiskey.

Based on what Marcus had been told from others or read about himself in what little
information existed, he felt that he had a pretty good idea as to how the club started. He
was curious by nature and interested in this kind of stuff, the origins of things, but it
seemed inappropriate to ask in this case, for some reason. So he let his observations do the
work instead.

The practice of body suspension is some five thousand years old, and yet the Mimic had
found ways to take it to new extremes in his active years, most notably with a public
performance of his own creation called “the Jugular.”

About six or seven years ago he set up a large suspension station downtown with Knifey
and Komodo, the two head apostles. The performance was done guerilla-style with no
permits and no questions. They set up on the sidewalk at Kennedy and Maine, one of the
busiest intersections in the entire city. The small crew was fast and methodical in its
construction and so before most people had any clue what was going on or before any
authorities had been notified, the Mimic had hung himself, entirely naked, by the flesh of his
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neck. All during the evening rush home on a Friday — in the middle of a winter deep-freeze,
just for good measure.

His skin was remarkably durable for a human, if indeed he were one. There he hung,
swinging back and forth like a pendulum, skin pulled taut, his neck looking like it might rip
open at any moment, covering the street with blood and gore. Marcus was giddy thinking
about it, how all those people must have felt to see it. He could only imagine it. All those
pajama people being pulled from their slumber, kicking and screaming. It was beautiful.
Still, most people wouldn’t get the message even if it slapped them in the face.

A few photos of the affair still were floating around, as he had discovered. Back then, the
Mimic had already castrated himself. An ear, a nipple, and multiple fingers had been
removed as well. He still had both eyes then, but they were already tattooed entirely black.
His head was shaved and a crown of scars was fixed into the heavily tattooed flesh, his skin
covered in layer upon layer of geometric body suit tattoos. Some of the patterns were
reminiscent of the flower of life, as if yielding the energy of that sacred geometry to his own
means.

That was what the people of the city saw on the fateful evening years ago. He had managed
to hang up there for almost ten minutes amongst a great commotion until the cops showed
up to put an end to the display. He and the other two were charged, but that was just about
all the police could do before releasing them. It made the news and it sparked a lot of anger,
but within a couple weeks it had already become an old story. Just another day in the city.
Just another freak.

To some, it was a beginning.

The cops wouldn’t release a name to the press, and most people had never heard of Noah
Massey anyway, a person who, despite how it would appear, did not desire personal fame.
He was driven to such extremes by a deep intrinsic philosophy, one that took on a life
entirely of its own after being absorbed by a school of admirers.

One such admirer, known as Marcus, got off the bus and made the fifteen minute walk from
the closest stop to the back door of the shop. Frenchie answered.

“Well holy shit. Look at you, you beautiful mother fucker!” Frenchie yelled, laughing as he
recognized Marcus with a wheeze laugh that you get from decades of uncompromising
abuse of the lung.

“Wait, wait let me get a good look at you,” he said, spinning Marcus around, who had cut a
hole about two inches in diameter into each cheek. The spaces were filled with clear round
plates exposing his teeth and gums.

“Damn my boy, that looks great. Good stuff.” He spanked Marcus on the ass as he went
through the doorway. “Love it!”
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“Thanks Frenchie. Good to see you too.” Marcus always liked French. He had been here long
before his own time, and he was always a welcoming and supportive presence. Like a fun,
slightly crazy uncle

“By the way Marky baby, a girl came by here looking for you the other day. Real fox.”

“What? For me?” Marcus scoffed, caught off guard. It didn’t seem very likely. He wasn’t great
at talking to women and he had been rather antisocial lately, anyway. “No, no way. Wrong
guy.”

“You can be sure I know every name in this place. If there was already another Marcus when
you started here I would’ve made you take on an alias. Just helps keep track, y’know?” He
said with a wink. “ And I happen to enjoy giving them, it's fun. So yes I know that she was
looking for you, lover boy.” Frenchie knew sex talk got Marcus uncomfortable and he
enjoyed ribbing him in good fun.

“I’ll take your word for it” Marcus cracked a smile and felt a sharp pain run through his
cheek then into his brain. There was a short lived booster to his ego from this odd news,
although he wasn’t sure what it meant. “Well, who was she, then?”

“Oh, a real pretty thing. Green and black hair. Tattoos, nose ring, real intense-looking broad.”
Frenchie pantomimed grabbing a pair of breasts.

It sounded like someone he had given a flyer to the other day in one of those tattoo shops
on King Street. But how and why in god’s name would she have come here asking for
himself of all people? “Um, well that is strange. Did you get a name for me at least?” Marcus
asked hopefully.

“Not exactly. She looked as though she was about to faint watching Jeffery and Mel do their
thing so I shut the door,” Frenchie said, smiling as he gestured over to the empty stage.
“She’ll come back around though, son. They always do.” He laughed, a sort of exaggerated
comic book villain laugh, as he shut and locked the door.

“Well that’s not much help to me is it, you old creep,” Marcus quipped and Frenchie licked
the air in return, always getting in his last word.

After a few pints, any pain remaining in his cheeks was subdued. Between Marcus’
unexpected visitor and the praise he later got from Knifey and the rest of the crew, he was
feeling like a million bucks. At least for the night

**

For the second afternoon in a row, Lisa found herself idling on a street corner near Allen’s
Auto. She had parked herself in an inconspicuous place with a clear view to the front side of
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the building. Her hand was beginning to throb again and she took another aspirin to cool it
down.

The painkillers she had received from the hospital worked well enough, but you were only
supposed to take two of those a day. Besides that, it had actually been easier than she
expected. The voice of “can’t” had been challenged, and defeated.

As a form of mental trickery she had told herself that there would be no pain at all,
repeating it like a mantra, and it had more or less worked. With her hand in a fist, the pinky
finger was placed on the corner of a wooden cutting board after being tightly wrapped at
the base with multiple strong elastic bands. She raised the blade up and down slowly at
first, testing the stroke like a golfer getting into the zone before a long drive. Precision and
power was the idea, anything else could be disastrous.

She bit down on a sponge with her eyes closed and then suddenly... she was swimming.
Serenity was found in the water, and in the vastness of a great ocean she was both a
conqueror of sea and one with it. The waves, relentless and pulsing, were creating their
own symphony of soundwaves. Harmonizing with the wind, she rode atop the great,
ever-growing tsunami. A timeless and euphoric sense of self was grasped there amongst the
magnificent depths and infinite highs

And then it was over. The shiny silver blade had met the cutting board beneath as
dramatically as any judge’s gavel officiating one's destiny. A single fell swoop with a
well-sharpened chopping knife and that was that. Lisa had surprised even herself with the
stillness of the hand that wielded the blade.

When she opened her eyes, blood was spurting out from her hand, covering the fake marble
countertop. In that moment she nearly fainted, before a deep slow breath steadied her feet
and head. The gauze was already set up within reach and she wrapped the wound as tightly
as possible while blood oozed into the sink underneath. She wound layer after layer on the
stump of the finger until it finally held the bleeding at bay. Underneath the temporary mess
she knew that her hand was now a refined thing, the obstacle made short-work of, and that
awareness gave her strength to continue without fainting or panicing. A shot of whiskey
was taken, and the blood was cleaned from the countertop of her bachelor apartment
kitchen.

The finger was packed away in salt, and after a trip to the hospital Lisa was sewn up and
sent home with a clean wrap. The real pain had begun to materialize while she was in the
hospital waiting room as the shock had worn off. It brought with it a moment of regret, but
that quickly faded.

A white few lies were told to the nurses and the affair was chalked up to a gardening injury.
She knew that they most likely saw through her story, given the inexplicably missing finger.
Nonetheless, Lisa was sewn up, prescribed painkillers, and sent out the door within a
couple hours. After a few days of rest and ignored phone calls, she was already on the
upswing, and her impatience got the better of her.
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She had been waiting outside near Allens Auto now for almost four hours and was on the
verge of retiring for the day. The walking and waiting had aggravated her hand, which had
begun to throb painfully within the last hour. There had been people who looked like
members coming and going from the building, but none of them were Marcus, and she
wasn’t confident enough to walk back up there alone. She was putting a lot of stake in this
meek boy, but he was the best she had to go with. What Lisa didn’t know is that she was
already exactly the kind of material that the Mimics wanted.

A few seconds before she was about to stand up and leave, Marcus suddenly appeared
down the street, walking towards the garage. The short window to intercept was presented
and she closed in to meet him.

Moving at a near-jog, she called out after reaching earshot, asking if he remembered who
she was

The sun was glaring into the boy’s face and he had to shield his eyes to get a look at her.

“You came into a tattoo shop that I was working at a couple weeks ago to give me a flyer,”
Lisa panted. She felt a screen of bright white static engulf her vision and began to sway
backwards and lose footing.

“Woah!” Marcus moved quickly, bracing Lisa to catch her as she fell. As soon as she felt his
arm she snapped back into focus and caught herself.

“I’m okay, thank you. I’m good. Really. Just got light-headed there for a sec,” Lisa said, still
breathing heavily.

She squinted while her vision cleared back up as she looked at Marcus. “Your face,” she
muttered, almost out of sheer surprise. She gently pushed his shoulder, guiding his face so
that she could get a closer look. In the daylight, you could look straight through one cheek
and clear out the other side if his mouth was open, which of course she asked him to do.
“How did that feel?”

“It was no big deal. What did you do to your hand?” Marcus replied defensively.

Lisa was good at reading people and she could already tell by the way this boy carried
himself, and by the way that he couldn’t keep eye contact, that she could wrap him around
her remaining pinky finger with relative ease.

“I’m Lisa. We met at Splatterpunk a couple weeks ago.” The wind was blowing dark black
strands of hair into her face, and she used her good hand to pull them away from her
glowing eyes.

“I remember. I heard that you came here asking for me, too. Why would you do that?”

“I wanted to see if it actually existed,” Lisa smirked.
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“Well then, now you know,” replied Marcus.

“I know it's weird but yes, I was on a stakeout,” she said. “I thought this place was an urban
legend until I found it. Seeing you the other day piqued my curiosity. I wouldn’t have found
it at all without the flyer you gave me. ”

“And two weeks later you’ve done this?” said Marcus, gesturing to her hand.

Her gaze was set into his eyes. He fidgeted awkwardly and looked away, only able to make
eye contact for a couple seconds at a time. “Is that alright with you?”

“Well… sure. I just meant, why did you do it?”

“Because I wanted to and because I can. Because I wanted to prove to myself I could and
because I like how it looks. Need I keep going, gatekeeper?”

Marcus finally smiled, but Lisa continued. “Why do any of you do it? Why did you do that-”
she pointed to his cheek, “-to that nice boyish face of yours?”

After a moment of thought, Marcus answered, “Same reasons as you I suppose. Freedom of
expression, that kind of stuff.”

There was a pause as a truck drove by on the road beside them, coughing its fumes into the
air while the two watched each other.

“So, Marcus, do you think you could give me an introduction?” Lisa finally asked.

“Hmm. I do think Knifey would probably like you.” The boy paused in contemplation. “Sure,
then. Let’s do it.”

Her hand was aching, but she didn’t let on as they traversed the overgrown pathway to the
back entrance. They walked in silence as she collected her thoughts. Thoughts of Hayley
came to mind for a moment but she dispelled them. For a moment she felt the sadness of a
love lost, almost breaking her confidence entirely. Lisa knew that she was throwing away a
good thing, finding somebody who loves and cares about you doesn’t happen often.
Sometimes ever.. Like quitting school it was a rash and impulsive decision, perhaps even a
crazy decision, though something still propelled her forward.

This bohemian community had called out to her in some way or another, she was sure of it.
She no longer gave much meaning to free will, having found herself on the other side of the
coin in favour of genetic and psychological disposition for being the driver of the majority
of our thoughts, impulses and desires. For the first time ever, she felt entirely broken from
those moulds, and operating on new real estate all-together. And It felt good.

**
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Frenchie was right, Marcus thought as he chuckled to himself. He always is, isn't he?

Those decades of wisdom seemed to account for something in his case. Lisa had come back,
just like French said she would. Marcus wasn’t daft, he knew Lisa was interested in the club
and more than likely not in him, but that was okay. He couldn’t recall a woman this beautiful
even addressing him by name before.

When Frenchie answered the door, he made sure to give Marcus a salacious wink and licked
the air once or twice while Lisa’s gaze was fixed deep behind him into the space. Marcus
asked that Frenchie give Knifey a call, as Frenchie was one of the few people who was
guaranteed an answer at any time of day. Knifey made an effort not to turn down hopefuls if
he thought they might meet the criteria, although they usually didn’t.

Many had been brought in only to be turned away for one reason or another. All kinds of
shit Marcus had heard about through the grapevine. He could even remember people
coming for the first time, begging to have their finger removed by “one of the artists.”

The finger thing was like a Zen problem in which the “answer” is the most obvious solution.
This is how Marcus knew that Lisa would likely be permitted right away. Not only had she
found the place once on her own, which Frenchie would certainly note to Knifey, but she
would be showing up today having already made a gesture of faith without having even
been introduced.

What they admired here most was authenticity in the cause; everything else was secondary
and built upon that. Despite the rumours, removing your finger wasn’t actually
prerequisite. Although most members had done at least one if not more, there were some
that hadn’t who had gained access in some other way. Marcus didn’t pretend to be an expert
of the specific intricacies.

He and his roommate Tyler had removed each other's fingers after a friendly suggestion
from his cousin, to show their worth. To do it independently was regarded more highly,
though neither of the boys could work up the nerve. Lying about it was never considered,
they presented their offerings to Knifey and told him how they did it. That had gained them
both entry over a year ago and he was rather proud of it, but now he found himself stunned
by this perfect creature, Lisa, as bold and genuine as they come. He was already feeling
more prominent here for making an introduction for the first time, somebody he could tell
was going to make a mark.

As they made their way inside, he could see that Lisa was staring at a glass box placed on a
small table. He could see Jeffery’s face leering out, still smiling from when he crawled into
the box. Somehow his face had managed to stay that way in death. Marcus didn’t see the
performance, but he had heard of its planning for weeks.

“I saw these people before,” said Lisa. “They… they’re still inside. Why?”

“It was their mutual oblation. Romantic, don’t you think?” Knifey intervened. He had come
down from the upper floor after getting the call from French. He looked intrigued; his
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decisions were made quickly and he was already sizing her up, no doubt. All Marcus could
do now was watch.

Knifey was an intimidating character but if he liked you, it was good news. He came down in
his full attire, his greying hair cut into a short Mohawk. Marcus didn’t actually know a ton
about him, not even his real name. He wasn’t sure that anyone here did. Knifey had been
around since before the Mimic had even done the Jugular suspension performance years
back, and he essentially ran the club along with Komodo. He got his name for various
reasons, chief among them the fact that he was indeed a knife fanatic. A collection of
authentic medieval blades from all around the world was among his few but most valued
possessions. He was also well known for having the most skin carvings besides maybe the
Mimic. There were two crescent-shaped scars underneath his breasts and a large butcher’s
knife carved into his forehead along with various images spread around his face and body.
His nose was pierced with two spacers large enough to host daggers and the two blades
were crossed down through the holes creating a large X in front of his face that looked like
tusks, and yet perhaps most intimidating of all were the tattooed orbs of blackness he had
for eyes.

“It was their grand gesture in scaling the tallest mountain, intertwined in love and in death,”
Knifey continued as he gestured to Lisa to an L-shaped couch that backed against a
carpeted, dimly lit corner in the repurposed warehouse. As they saw him approaching, the
two occupants promptly cleared the area without argument. “Not to be mistaken for the
cowardly act of suicide, done out of a lack of will to live. I can assure you that the two of
them were quite happy being alive. Come, Marcus you can sit, too”

It was a relatively calm evening in the warehouse. Some music was spinning out of a record
player on the other side of the room and a couple of tattoos were being done in a space that
hardly looked sanitary. A guy whose name Marcus couldn’t remember was in the process of
piercing his own Achilles tendons with two large metal rods, each about half a foot long.

“Reason ought to be the slave of passions, don't you think? It would likely seem strange to
many to have principles such as ours, built around an abstract concept like fear,” mused
Knifey. “But then, what is god but an abstract concept? One that inspires worship and
reverence, yet also spiritual fulfillment and direction.”

He was going to make his decision soon, Marcus could tell. He always thought Knifey
sounded musical when he spoke, like a wandering poet. Despite his appearance, his voice
was rather soft. “That wrap of yours looks clean. Who did it for you?” he asked Lisa.

“I had it sewn at the hospital, the removal I did myself,” she replied.

“And how did it feel for you to do that?” Knifey shot back. He was focused into Lisa’s eyes
now, who appeared determined not to break first in the current stare down.

“It felt...” she was speaking slowly now, thoughtfully, carefully selecting the words, “...like the
first time my mind has been utterly calm.” She looked down at the floor. Marcus, too, was
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watching her closely. She looked as though she was reliving the moment, her eyes open but
distant, fixed on the floor or perhaps seeing past it.

“Ah. Why not just try meditation, then? Surely a little bit less invasive, no?” Knifey asked.

“I’ve done meditation and yoga, still do sometimes. But they’ve never made me feel
powerful before. Nothing like this.”

“Yes,” said Knifey. “And do you know why you felt like this? Powerful, as you say? For that
moment that you speak of, the underpinning of fear, that guiding force that commandeers
the consciousness and compels one to live meekly, die quietly, for that moment, you
traversed it.”

Knifey delivered the last words with gravitas. His faith was compelling, and contagious. “We
aspire to exist in that place. The acts that we perform range from simple gestures of faith to
full on worship. The wisdom gained from such experience spreads to all aspects of life. It’s
how we connect”

“Worship of… Noah?” Lisa asked plainly.

Marcus felt his face turning red from embarrassment. He felt uncomfortable even asking
questions about Noah, feeling unworthy of the subject. Especially to address him by his
Christian name.

“Not exactly,” Knifey answered. “He is the purest representation, he’s shown us the way.
True fearlessness within, and yet, inspiring it in all of the hearts that lay their feeble eyes
upon him. Is that not the life of a god in an earthly vessel?” Knifey looked up towards a roof
full of exposed piping. He liked Lisa, Marcus knew it already. He had already given her more
time than the usual first-timer. “Respect for fear as a guiding evolutionary necessity is
something we accept. But today in these new times, it is fat to be trimmed from the psyche.
A natural next step, Nietzsche’s ubermensch”

The pulpit had been missing Knifey’s presence of late. He was giving one of his charged and
effective speeches. It was well overdue, Marcus felt.

“Game time!” Knifey chimed with a more playful tone.

Marcus knew what was coming and was a bit taken back to see it brought out on a first
timer. Knifey must have seen something, reading into her mannerisms and body language
further than he could ever hope to do himself. Lisa was still a puzzle box to Marcus.

Knifey called it a game, but it was much more. He had only ever seen it done during busy
nights in the warehouse while everyone was around getting rowdy. He typically would
suspend himself, and hang completely still, eyes opened, staring into the crowd. The
invitation; anything goes. You were encouraged to cut him, slice, burn, anything you could
muster. He wanted you to do it.
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Because Knifey was such an intimidating figure, many people, ironically enough, were
afraid to do anything to him. You definitely didn’t want to step up and disappoint him but
you also didn’t want to take it too far and kill him by puncturing the wrong artery, although
no doubt he would be impressed by at least the effort if something like that was pulled off.

Most of those who did go up would avoid his face, usually removing a small bit of flesh from
his torso or poking a small rod through his forearms - light stuff. Marcus had done
something of that nature the first time around, walking away feeling unsatisfied with his
delivery, but the second time the chance was presented he couldn’t bring himself to walk up
and stare into Knifey’s eyes again. Not unless he was going to make it count, which he
wasn’t. It was a moment that he still regretted. If given the chance again, he swore he would
do it right.

Knifey signaled to another, and they brought over a long satchel. Inside contained a series of
thin, sharp iron rods. He took off his shirt leaving only his shorts remaining. “I want you to
take one of these, and puncture me with it,” he said with a devilish smile. “Anywhere you
like.”

Marcus could feel his heart beating, sensing that others were watching the scene unfold. He
was watching Lisa with awe as she calmly took out the thickest of the three rods. She stood
up, and observed Knifey’s scarred and tattooed body. She was stroking the metal rod,
smiling, and Marcus was getting hard watching.

Lisa gently pushed Knifey’s head up with one finger on the sharp edge of each of his tusks.
She looked calm and sure-handed as she pinched out a chunk of his flesh with her wrapped
hand and pushed the razor edge of the rod into the skin above his Adam's apple and out the
other side. No sound was made by Knifey as he stood perfectly still while Lisa pushed the
metal through to hang symmetrically out of his neck on both sides.

The room seemed to have fallen nearly silent. Music was still playing and conversation was
still happening, but Marcus wasn aware of neither. The only sound in his ears was the
buzzing of tattoo guns.

Knifey slowly lowered his eyes from the ceiling back down to Lisa. He was smiling and
nodding and running his fingers along the rod. Lisa was in.

***

Noah Massey was born a perfectly normal baby and was generally a healthy child, besides
some dry skin and a hoarse voice that had started to become noticeable around age three.
His father Thomas was half owner of a successful financial advisory company called Massey
& Maddison. The family were devout Catholics, Thomas naming his only child after the
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biblical hero. Religious values were instilled in Noah early on. He was taught to fear God,
and he related to the world through that lens.

Despite the plutocrats’ demanding work schedules, the family were always close in the
early years. Noah’s mother Patricia was increasingly concerned about the physical health of
her child before her untimely death from breast cancer when he was six years old, leaving
the boy to be raised by nannies. The young Noah took it particularly hard and became
reclusive for many months afterward, never fully recovering from that early loss.

Initial visits to the doctors had yielded no tangible results for a diagnosis, suggesting
perhaps an unidentified allergy. Thomas became consumed by his work as the city grew
larger and ever more affluent citizens needed to know what to do with their money.
Thomas’ hope was that Noah would grow into the family business and eventually take his
own seat after retirement.

It was their nanny Suzanne who first spotted odd behavior in young Noah, besides his
shyness. He seemed to be neglecting simple lessons and acting as though he had no regard
for getting himself hurt, or worse. He was caught multiple times attempting to climb over
balconies, and often tried insisting on touching the hot stove top. They couldn’t light
candles or run a fire without the boy trying to find a way to put his hand into the flame.

There were times when he had attempted to walk into oncoming traffic, much to the horror
of Suzanne and the other women who kept the estate. They were certain Noah understood
what he was doing; if anything, the boy's intelligence was above average for his age. He was
an avid reader with a particular interest in collecting and learning about insects.

The dermatological problems continued to worsen, and at times Noah would lose his voice
entirely. The car episodes eventually led to the boy being taken in and out of various
hospitals for psychological evaluation, and then to a specialist. Initially doctors were
puzzled, causing the official diagnosis to take over well a year.

A week before turning twelve, Noah was diagnosed with Urbach–Wiethe disease, an
extremely rare genetic condition that degenerates the amygdala and causes physical side
effects like lesioning on the skin and thickening of the vocal cords. These had been
noticeable before the psychological effects of memory loss, and the inability to feel
emotions such as fear had begun to manifest.

Thomas Massey died of a stroke when Noah was fifteen and still attending high school as a
meek loner who generally kept to himself. Thomas never remarried or had any other
children, and everything in his will was left to his only heir. On his eighteenth birthday,
Noah inherited the family fortune and his father’s shares in the firm. With no intent to work
in finance, and in good faith, he sold his rights to Phillip Maddison for a considerable payout
and washed his hands of the company. The house was also in Noah’s name, the nannies
were paid handsomely as a parting bonus for their years of service before being sent off.
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After finishing high school the wealthy adolescent had the means to fuel a reclusive, and
gradually masochistic lifestyle of hiring prostitutes and piercing, tattooing, and carving
himself, interests born partially out of a desire to hide his ever-worsening skin. He had
come to resent the human body after the indignities he and his family had suffered, the frail
and unreliable meat having betrayed them all.

By the time he was twenty-one, he had done his first major mod; a finger.

The sensations it brought on in both mind and body had given him a feeling beyond
pleasure, one he sought to chase: the feeling of being alive. No other previous attempts to
force his mind into some place beyond the banalities of day to day life had yielded any
success. He understood how love and fear were essential to human experience, and yet he
could feel neither.

Years passed by and his family faded from memory as the disease grew more prominent.
The few photos that he had were destroyed in a drunken fit one night. It all seemed to him
like a personal assault, until eventually it took on a more profound significance. The only
thing that never faded was the pique he felt towards the human body.

Belief in some self-importance was fueled by a very small group of followers that had begun
to amass who really did believe that Noah was special. Important. It began with the two,
eventually known as Knifey and Komodo, who heard about Noah through rumors in the
tattoo community and sought him out at the estate.

Noah’s energy, despite how little he actually said, was magnetic to others and his tolerance
for pain was considered inhuman. They admired him and aspired to be near him, eventually
even wanting to be like him.

By the age of thirty, Noah Massey adopted a distinctly ascetic lifestyle. He castrated himself
and made a vow of celibacy, unintentionally enhancing his godhead status. He fasted
regularly for weeks at a time, and food and water intake was minimal. Drugs and alcohol
were given up entirely.

His hair grew out long and after years of additions he was soon covered head to toe in
geometric tattoos and skin carvings. Both eyes were tattooed black, causing some of the
bravest followers to do likewise. On the back of his neck, one of his central pieces was an
epic butterfly carving that had been done by Knifey and embellished further with ink. One
of his ears, various fingers, and one nipple had all been self-removed, and he had roughly
600 piercings. His teeth were sharpened and the tongue split down the middle to resemble
that of the serpent. There were layers upon layers of scars and markings, so much so that
touching his flesh anywhere felt like handling rough leather.

The estate was eventually sold off and the deserted warehouse previously known as Allen’s
Auto was bought and converted into a sort of co-op facility run by Knifey and Komodo. They
had all of the social skills that Noah did not, he being a mostly solitary individual. As the
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only two people to have a real relationship with Noah, they were assigned the duties that
Noah would communicate, and they took their responsibilities as an honor.

It was all based on a commitment to the liberation that comes when conquering fear, and
for Noah, it had become something of an obsession and exercise. The constant admiration
and reverence from all around him led him, in his own way, to get on a proverbial soapbox,
and spread the good word in the only way any true believer would. Public demonstration.

They set up a strict system for accepting new members, of which many hopefuls came
following the Jugular performance. From then on, wanderers would still show up from time
to time asking questions and looking to join whatever they believed to be happening. It’s
exclusivity undoubtedly added more to the mystique that surrounded the outsider club.

Knifey and Komodo eventually became known to members for their philosophical lectures,
motivational speeches, skill tests, and lessons. But they also handled all of the club logistics,
including setting up and assisting Noah on his first public performance piece. The one that
had earned him his name.

The Jugular suspension was intended as a belligerent metaphor for liberation. A way to
entice people into action, a demonstration, a how-to guide. A way to look at the world
differently, as great art tends to make one do. Naturally, it wasn’t taken as such by most who
witnessed or heard about the affair. To many, it was a deeply disturbing or confusing sight,
as was Noah. To most he was a freak, To some, he was the devil in flesh; to a select few, an
alluring wonder.

A popular columnist in the city wrote about the event a couple days later, having somehow
attained Noah’s name and information about his links to Massey & Maddion, despite the
police refusing to release information to the press in an attempt to quell the media storm.
Noah had refused any private interviews, and any information about his medical condition
had died along with his father Thomas. Nobody, including Knifey and Komodo and even
Noah himself, knew that piece of his life anymore

Because of Noah’s extreme appearance and dubious motivations, the press had labelled him
some kind of sadist, misanthrope, a freak, a derelict, a degenerate, a reprobate, and
iconoclast, all of which had made their rounds. One particular writer took a more objective
approach with what limited knowledge he had and attempted levity, commenting:
“Whatever Noah Massey is, it isn’t a human being. For a time, he was a perfect mimic of one,
hiding amongst us in plain sight. Now, barely contained by an earthly vessel, a truer form
has slowly been demanding itself seen, this time publicly. For few humans could survive the
feats that are endured by Massey, seemingly for fun.”

The title stuck, and it took on various meanings. His followers, including Knifey and
Komodo, believed that Noah was an embodiment of divinity, taking on human form to
enlighten and inspire the others. Followers were then effectively attempting to mimic the
Mimic. Over time, “The Mimics” also became a catch-all for the group and an unofficial title.
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The writer scarcely knew at the time that they were naming a phenomenon that would
sweep across the country years later, reaching into all of her darkest corners with its
enlightening glow.

**

Lisa spent the next couple nights at the Warehouse after her handling of Knifey’s puncture
game seemed to impress him enough to allow her to stay. A hallway at the east side of the
building featured ten offices that had been converted into lodgings, and Knifey cleared one
for her to stay as long as she wanted. The pain in her hand had already been subdued. She
had stopped taking the painkillers from the hospital and had settled into a comfortable two
aspirin a day routine. There were missed calls from Hayley on her cell phone, calls she
didn’t intend to return. Not yet. It seemed cold, but she wasn’t sure how to find the right
words. If Hayley could still accept her still, perhaps she would go back. But not until after
the performance, which she was eager to witness guilt-free.

During Lisa’s short stay she had already taken time to get to know some of the characters
that exist here on the fringes of society. A few women had taken various forms of ritual
modifications from different cultures and amalgamated them, while also attempting to push
them further than ever before. Lip plates had been adapted by a few of them, and one
named Meredith had been stretching her neck with round golden coils each weighing over
four pounds. The process had started twelve years prior, and now totalled 50 coils,
resulting in a two-foot long neck.

Bella had spent time in a circus with the two contortionists that were now encapsulated in
the glass box. She was an expert sword and fire swallower, and she had tattoos covering
most of her body, which was toned like a gymnast. Some of the members came from a
background of extreme sports like skateboarding, free climbing, and skydiving. Part of their
craft already involved a considerable amount of discipline and fearlessness, and finding the
Mimics was a way to turn that discipline into an even more powerful tool.

Scarification was popular and many of the bravest had already tattooed their eyes. Most
people here were surprisingly friendly and (unsurprisingly) interesting to talk to. They all
had their own distinct reasons for doing what they did, but there was a great sense of union
she had never felt anywhere else.

The men here were all respectful, which was also unexpected. She decided that Marcus
wasn't as bad as she had written him off to be. After they had some time to sit down and
actually talk, they started becoming friends. Marcus introduced Lisa to Komodo before he
gathered everyone together for what was to be a game-changing announcement.

Komodo was a short, muscular man who had wrapped his body in bright green lizard scale
tattoos. Years later, or so the story went, he had the lines traced out with a sharp blade to
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give the appearance of actual scales. True or not, the effect worked. His head was shaved,
and both ears had been removed. He had subdermal implants lining his eyebrows and the
crown of his head, adding to the reptilian appearance. His eyes were bright yellow orbs,
almost alien-like. His tongue had been extended, god knows how, and split at the tip. His
penis alone supposedly had 80 piercings, according to one of the members gossiping.

It was one day until September. Lisa’s timing couldn’t have been more serendipitous. The
street performance that was set to go, it felt like three months, not three weeks, had passed
since Marcus had first come into the shop.

As it so happened, the performer was to be none other than the Mimic himself. Komodo
was calling it a metamorphosis, though his address to the group about what was actually
happening was annoyingly vague. The Mimic, apparently, having grown weary of living in
flesh, a thought all must certainly have at some point, believed the moment for his final
physical form had come. An act of fully embraced martyrdom, to be conducted publicly by
his own congregation.

“For years, Noah has been having the same vision,” Komodo boasted in his baritone voice to
the eager crowd. “A dream of waking out of a state of chrysalis and emerging from a cocoon
as a fantastically vivid scarlet butterfly. Now, he finds himself truly questioning whether he
had the dream backwards all along, and if he was always indeed; the butterfly dreaming of
being a man. The time has come to make the vision come to fruition as best as within our
abilities.”

She wasn’t able to discern exactly what it meant, but there was an unmistakably nervous
energy in the air. Only a select few had been privy to the finer details and most of the
whispers were mostly guesswork. Everybody was to be at city square for five P.M. the
following day. They were supplied black ski masks to be worn only when instructed. That
night, Lisa lay awake in bed, excited like a little girl on Christmas Eve. The entire warehouse
was unusually quiet that night, and eventually, after untold hours of tossing and turning,
she dozed off.

The following day dragged on until finally it was time to leave. Marcus and Lisa were
making their way to the city square together on foot, having decided to walk away the
remaining hour. Lisa was feeling cool and relaxed, contrary to the tense energy that Marcus
was giving off even before his anecdote about the spider started. It was a perfect
end-of-summer afternoon. Cloudless with a slight breeze. The rush hour traffic was picking
up like clockwork. She could tell Marcus was nervous because he was rambling.

“So how many flyers did you hand out for this thing anyway?” Lisa interrupted.

‘’Oh, not a ton. They told me just to pop into a few places that may have interest and spread
the good word. They send somebody to do that every now and then, usually ahead of a
performance. You got lucky.” He paused for a moment. “To be honest, I wasn’t expecting
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anything from the day. Your place that you were working there, whatever it was called, that
was the last place I stopped and I was feeling like the day’d been a waste of time, couldn’t
tell ya why. Hey, can I ask you something?” Marcus inquired apprehensively.

Lisa noticed that he was actually waiting for an answer and nodded her head, prompting
him to continue.

“Do you remember your dreams?” he asked after another moment of hesitation.

“Not really,” Lisa replied, “not after I’ve been awake for a few minutes, usually they fade
pretty quickly. Why?” She was lying. She had often dreamt of being buried alive especially
during childhood, something she would rather not think about

“I just couldn’t believe Komodo was talking about the Mimic having dreams yesterday. For
the last couple of weeks I’ve been having the same dream every other night or so. More like
a nightmare. One that I used to have as a kid.” His speech started to slow. “I still quiver
sometimes thinking about how afraid I was back then. And now it’s happening again. My
roommate thinks it doesn’t mean anything.” Marcus was nervously fiddling with his cheek
plate. Lisa had already gotten used to looking through the glass at the side of his face and
seeing teeth. It was like a constant reminder that the skull beneath was already beginning
its slow ascent to the surface, though she didn’t mind it.

“Well then? Don’t leave out the good part. What’s the dream? I’ll give you my best
psychoanalysis” Lisa joked with genuine interest.

“I used to be afraid of spiders. Like, really afraid, borderline arachnophobia,” Marcus started
with a look of embarrassment on his face.

“My father thought a boy shouldn’t be afraid of bugs because that leads to being soft, which
leads to being queer. He was a dinosaur, and he was abusive. I haven’t spoken with him in
years and I don’t plan to. Could be dead for all I really know,” he continued. “Anyways, any
time he found an insect in the house, especially spiders, he would force me to kill them. I
would scream and protest until my face went blue, and my mum hated it, but he did it all
the time. I became so paranoid of finding bugs in the house that I used to walk around
shaking. When I refused, he physically took my hand and would make me do it. He almost
broke my wrist once doing that.”

Lisa couldn’t help but feel pity for Marcus at that moment, considering her loving and
supportive childhood environment. She was about to comment but Marcus continued, his
eyes appeared distant as he recalled old wounds

“I must’ve killed over a hundred spiders, more maybe. Eventually, I started having these
terrible nightmares that felt as real and vivid as this conversation does. I would be in my
own bedroom, watching myself from my ceiling. I would walk towards my closet in a fugue
state, like I couldn’t help it, while screaming hopelessly at myself to stop. Inside the closet,
every time, was the same gaping black abyss filled with thick webbing and every single time
I would fall into the closet and get stuck in it. The web would shake violently and I’d hear
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the hissing rasp of what I knew to be her sprinting over. The giant mother spider hell-bent
on revenge for all of the babies that I had massacred.”

He took a breath and continued “I have never actually seen the thing, but I know it’s there.
It never did get back at me for all those years. I don’t even remember when the dreams
stopped but it affected my sleep for ages.”

Lisa could see sweat collecting in rivulets on his forehead. The dread on his face reliving
those moments was plain to see. No dramatic flair, just trauma. “So? Do you think it means
anything?”

Just as Marcus finished his confessional, they were in sight of John Phillips Square.

Amongst the skyscrapers and bustling streets sat a memorial and heritage space, a large
clearing right in the middle of the business district. Everybody was instructed to show up at
exactly five, masks come on when you see Knifey and no sooner. Lisa’s watch read 4:56, and
so they made their way across the street and into the clearing. Her heart was starting to
race with anticipation as they got close. She ignored Marcus' question for now, unable to
keep any thought in place for more than a second.

As they got into the square, she could see other members scattered about in small groups.
Nobody was saying much of anything to one another and doing their best to look
inconspicuous, however much was possible for such a motley crew. Most looked either
confused or anxious. The usual passing of pedestrians every few seconds or so went on,
most of them without a second thought, though some took notice of the scene unfolding
and hurried to get out of the area quickly. She noticed a few tattooed teens standing around
apprehensively, looking around over their shoulders, and wondered if they had been
prompted by the same flyer that she had received two weeks before. She idly thought they
looked too green to be members and wondered if they’d be coming back after seeing
whatever this was. She tried to take note of their faces for later reference

There were some college kids walking in packs, some suits, an old lady with a dog,
passersby of all kinds. There was a mother with three young boys, and at that moment she
had an instinct to cry out to the mother to leave, leave and get her children away from here.
If she had been going to do it, though, she was interrupted first by Marcus nudging her on
the arm.

“Hey, black van there. That’s them. It’s time,” Marcus pointed with his head while fumbling
with the mask that was buried in his pocket.

Lisa saw the van in question pull up on the north side of the street, followed by a small
convoy. Suddenly, a swarm of all seventy odd members started to converge in the middle of
the square, some materializing as if they walked out from cracks in the concrete. For the
first time she was seeing the whole group together at once. The side door of the leading
Ford swung open, and out jumped Knifey to lead the charge. With his arrival and reassuring
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smirk into the crowd of Mimics, the thick atmosphere of the square was immediately
replaced with an eager intensity and a din of chatter.

As Knifey gave a nod to the crowd, they put their masks on as one.

Before Lisa pulled hers over her face, she caught her first glimpse of Noah Massey. Her
vision was obscured for a moment, as if her eye had caught a direct ray from the summer
sun, and then it was the forcefulness of the image itself that commanded attention.
Suddenly, every waking thought had converged here and now, uninterrupted, the chatter
going silent. The thought of the woman and her kids, about Hayley, any guilt about leaving
her career behind, her plans, hopes for the future, all of it was gone, even the sounds of the
surrounding traffic and car horns were temporarily phased out.

Noah was lifted out of the van and carried by two club members towards the centre of the
group. He was naked, and almost unrecognizable as a human being with modifications far
beyond what she had already seen or heard. All fingers and toes had been removed,
seemingly the reason why there were two carriers escorting him out of the van and into the
square as the rest stood in awe. His skin was blackened with illegible layers of tattoo wraps,
and the texture looked coarse under the unforgiving sunlight. What had once been the face
of Noah Massey was mutilated beyond recognition. Both ears, the nose, and lips had all
been cut away. One eye looked as though it had been removed, and the socket was sewn
shut with a row of golden rings. The remaining blackened eye looked out composedly.

One of his cheeks was cut out, and yellowed teeth (the ones that remained) were exposed.
His movements were minimal but graceful.

Marcus had to nudge Lisa, who had become transfixed and stood dumb-founded, mask in
hand. She slid it on her face as quickly as possible so as not to miss anything. She felt
destined that she was to be part of something so profound that it would imprint itself into
her mind forever, and all other experiences would be unwillingly measured against it.

Quickly behind Noah came Komodo, who put on his mask as he stepped out of the van,
which then sped off into the flow of traffic. Out of the other two vehicles came an assembly
of masked members who carried wooden planks, rope, and two sandbags. One carried a
duffle bag, and the last carried above their head what looked like a large butterfly. The
totem to-be was made of wood and sticks and something else, Lisa couldn’t tell exactly. It
was roughly six feet tall with a twelve foot wingspan and held together with tiny ropes. It
looked like it wouldn’t be out of place at some kind of pagan funeral procession.

Bystanders were starting to take a curious interest in the scene as the preparations
unfolded. The set up was prompt and efficient. Within thirty seconds, a large wooden post
had been erected with two legs as a base to stand on. The sand bags were put in place as
support at the bottom. Time was of the essence and so none was wasted, and the entire
thing was assembled with military-like precision.
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Lisa had made her way as close to the structure as possible, her eyes never leaving Noah. In
the chaos that was starting to erupt, she had lost Marcus. Noah’s presence felt like
electricity in her veins as she drew nearer, like being starstruck, but more intimate. She
didn’t notice that she was shoving people while claiming her real estate as close to the
structure as possible. Lisa made her way almost directly underneath the post which stood
about twelve feet high. A few seconds later, or a few hours later, she couldn’t tell anymore,
the small duffle bag was opened up and the few operators got to work without a eulogy,
saving the sentimental moments for later.

Most of the members had created a circle around the pillar, a protective wall to keep
intruders out until the job was finished. Marcus was caught somewhere within the border,
Lisa was up front. Knifey, Komodo, and one other unknown masked member each took a
carving knife from inside the duffle bag and went to work on Noah. His flesh was torn off
and removed without a sound from his mouth, which only grinned. Blades quickly made
their way through flesh, ligaments and veins were slashed and torn. The process appeared
well-rehearsed with its level of efficiency and tact. Dismemberment as high art. The
broadcast was crude and loud and clear, phone cameras were being fumbled out and
filming in the hands of stunned onlookers

Blood began to fountain out of the open wounds as the still-beating heart had yet to catch
up with the state of affairs, pumping the red fluid over everyone in close proximity. Strips of
flesh were peeled off and handed to two seamstresses, who lined pieces onto the idols'
wings with string and rope, with a pace that world-class upholsterers could strive for.
Knifey and the others hacked and sliced furiously, taking apart the body into individual
pieces, and then into smaller bits which were then crudely assembled onto the butterfly.

The wooden frame was relined with pieces of bone which Komodo had taken to preparing
in a savage state of bestial bliss, violently breaking apart the ribcage and skull, snapping
bones apart from joints and from there into smaller workable pieces. Other members
started to move in, nearly touching the workers, desperate for any part to play. Some had
taken to licking piles of blood from the concrete or enlivening the scene by cheering out
loud from of sheer euphoria.

Deep red ichor from the being himself splashed Lisa. The warmth sent a wave of serenity
through her body and she instinctively fed the blood into her mouth with her hands. Why
she was drawn to Noah so intensely in such a short time, she could never quite specify. The
scent of blood had penetrated her awareness, and for a moment she was back in that
depthless sea, treading.

A frenzy erupted within the crowd. Gasps and screams could be heard from outside of the
main circle, traffic held up on the street as a result.

Lisa felt overcome with a raw and animalistic sensation, a state shared by many as the orgy
of gore reached its climax. Only small bits of unidentifiable intestine had been left on the
ground, as like any good butcher, no meat was wasted. The assembled piece oozed with
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blood and bits of flesh. Two members bent down onto the ground so others could use them
as a stool as the piece was hung and fixed onto the pillar, soaring above for everyone to see.
A slab of meat that looked like a piece of Noah’s heart fell off of the display to the ground
with a wet smack. A member picked it up and began to scream uncontrollably.

“BEHOLD, THE HEART OF A GOD, EAT FOR THIS IS MY BODY!’’

Lisa took the opportunity to make her move, though a profound sadness overcame her in
the middle of ecstasy. In the depths of the vast ocean, for a moment, she began to sink. She
knew about swimming, but the memory of how to do it seemed to have faded away. She had
an irrational realization, that she was now experiencing the peak of all sensual experiences
her life would ever offer. No experience, sexual, emotional, or personal, could compare. But
even as she had this thought, she rejected it, determined to prove it wrong.

She snatched the heart away from its current holder, and thrashed her way out of the crowd
and out of sight as she heard the man screaming after her. She stashed it in her bra as she
left the square with her mask and clothing blood soaked, eyes crazed. She stumbled her way
home almost subconsciously, ditching the bloody mask in the street.

Lisa made her way home with only a few concerned glances from commuters, the wizzing
of police cruisers heard in the distance. The priority was getting the heart home and
preserved, which she succeeded in doing. It was to become her most cherished possession,
and a source of powerful inspiration in her journey to be permitted into the inner circle.

Her modifications would go on to become legendary in their own right as she truly
embraced the mimic philosophy, finding perhaps the closest thing to real solace.

**

As the endeavour began and the crowd became ignited, Marcus quickly lost sight of Lisa
who had seemingly forced her way to the front. He attempted to call to her to no avail
before being squeezed the opposite way as bodies started aggressively crowding to the
front of the small circle. Marcus felt sick instantly after seeing the first strip of flesh pulled
off of Noah’s bones. He wanted to stay, push his way to the front as Lisa did. Instead, after a
few more moments of unforgettable images unfolded, he dizzily turned back, stumbled to a
nearby statue of some old war hero, removed his mask and emptied his guts onto the
concrete while listening to the nearby clocktower beat out its hymn. He heaved and gagged
until there was nothing left. Ignoring the many bystanders, and scene that was unfolding all
around

The look in Komodo's eyes, and the sheer brutality of it all left Noah feeling dismantled, like
a child who did something terribly wrong awaiting their punishment. The journey that the
Mimic had inspired him to begin may very well have ended by the same hands. He wasn’t
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sure he could look into the eyes of Komodo or Knifey ever again, nor did he feel he could
ever truly do penance for the amount of fear he was feeling, if he were honest with himself.
A taste of defeat lingered pitifully, more potent than the stomach bile lining his lips.

He felt himself nearly blacking out where he stood, against the tall statue, and he could
sense… her. The hissing beast, prowling the edges of darkness in his mind on its eight spiny
legs. Waiting. Just keep breathing, he thought to himself. Something he would need to
remind himself of often.

Marcus Flores never stepped foot into the shop again, nor did he ever rid himself of his
dreams.

***

The screams and sounds of panic and chaos crescendoed until they dominated the
landscape, drowning out even the buses and streetcars. Phones were out in droves to
capture the inexplicable display of savagery that would simply never be believed without
proof. Photos and videos were being captured by the unbelieving bystanders who were
barely able to watch through their own lenses while recording. Many had turned away in
sheer terror, vomiting as Marcus did, fainting, and running in panic. The sirens of police
cruisers closed in slowly as they struggled to make it through the friday rush with
additional mayhem

By time the cops had made their way to the actual scene, club members had dispersed in
every direction. Black masks were scattered on the ground, and the winged totem was
hanging in the center of it all with blood still collecting at the corners and dripping down in
streams, collecting in small puddles near chunks of brain and other carnage bestowed onto
the heritage site. The scene was quickly cordoned off, and traffic was redirected from the
entire block, causing backups for hours.

Naturally, the commotion had made the news and before long the story was impossible to
contain. Graphic videos and photos from the scene were passed around online, most
viewers permitting themselves at least a glance under the pretense of morbid curiosity. The
masks were worn in an attempt to make individual prosecution difficult, although members
were willing to do anything that they needed to in regards to hassle or punishment from the
law, if it came to that. Many would have died for Noah without question.

Membership only continued to grow in the coming years as a result of the Noah Massey
affair, with no signs of slowing, and the tokens of faith became more extreme.

Within months, news stories had begun to filter out of various cities around the country
about groups of youth referring to themselves as “Mimics”, with some even taking to the
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public performance aspect of the faith. Those who ‘got’ the message had begun to take
liberation into their own hands.

Some had taken on their own grandiose interpretations through the broken telephone of
meaning. There was talk of skin grafting, the trading of limbs, and even whispers of flesh
fusion; attaching one body to another in creative ways and creative places was becoming
more and more popular. Groups of young people under the “Mimics” moniker started
participating in creative and artful group suicide, much to the dismay and outrage of
parents and polititians alike.

A little bit misconstrued, but perhaps no less valid.


